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Abst ract - - In  this paper ,  we  give s procedure of the numerical calculation to dassify algebraic 
surfaces by the resolution d isolated singularities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Oka [1] gave the method of canonical simplicial subdivision of the dual Newton poly- 
hedron in the resolution of the isolated singularity of hypersurfaces and Brieskorn types. He also 
obtained the new method in which the algebraic surfaces were constructed as the exceptional di- 
visor through the resolution of a toric variety. We have developed the computer program based on 
the Oka theory to classify the algebraic surfaces obtained from such a resolution. Its algorithms 
are programmed by C-language (and/or FOI~YrRAN) and the algebraic surfaces are numerically 
calculated over Z. Some results in algebraic geometry have been reported in ref. [3], where we 
gave the examples of an elliptic surface with the fundamental group Z/2Z. Next, we state briefly 
the Oka's theory. Let V = f - l (0)  where f is the defining equation of a hypersurface. Let F(f) 
and F*(f) be the corresponding Newton diagram and the dual Newton diagram respectively. 
Let ~*  be a simplicial unimodular subdivision of F*(f) and let ~r : X ---, C a be the associated 
birational proper morphism and let V be the proper transform of V. For each strictly positive 
vertex Q of ~"]f with dimA(Q) > 1, there is a corresponding exceptional divisor ~:(Q) and E(Q) 
of ~r : X ---* C 3 and ~ : V --~ V respectively where E(Q) is a toric variety. Oka [1] shows that for 
a vertex of center P of the resolution, the exceptional divisor E(P) is a smooth compactification 
of M" which is a hypersurface in the toric variety E(Q). In the next section we give a procedure 
to calculate numerically the algebraic surfaces, and in section 3, we show some results. 
2. THE METHOD OF RESOLUTION PROCEDURE 
For simplicity let M" be the affine algebraic surface in C a which is defined by [2] 
a b c d h(w) = 1 + wl w s + w2w s + w~. (1) 
where a > b, c > d and 
a+b>c+d>e>O.  (2) 
Note that the following algorithm can be applied to most general cases of the affine algebraic 
surface in C a with the isolated singularity and non-degenerate type. We take the homogeneous 
polynomial fz(z) such that 
f--(Z) Z~Z b "~- ¢ d h • i j¢. Z~-I-b, --- Z2Z3Z4 -~- Z3Z 4 
/=1 
for sufficiently large N, (3) 
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where 
Let V 
(i) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
a+b=c+d+h=e+i .  
= f- l (0).  Then our algorithm consists of the following: 
Assume a non-degenerate affme equation of the type (1), and obtain the corresponding 
equation (3). 
(ii) Construct he Newton diagram and its dual Newton. diagram. 
(iii) Calculate the geometric genus of the exceptional surface E(P). 
(iv) For 1- and 2-simplexes of the dual Newton diagram adjacent to the center of the resolution 
~: 17" ~ V, construct the simpliciai unimodular subdivision. 
(v) For simplexes adjacent to the center, calculate their genus, and for the vertices calculate 
the self-intersection numbers by continuous fractions representation. 
Calculate the fundamental group ~I(E(P)) and topological Euler number x(E(P)). 
Construct he canonical divisor K of E(P). 
Calculate the intersection number among vertices, and the self-intersection number of the 
four vertices Pi(i = 1,... ,4) and calculate K 2. 
(ix) By Noether's formula, obtain the geometric genus pg and check it with one obtained from 
procedure (iii). 
(x) Some evaluted invariants are outputted. 
Next we see the essential points and some details of the above constructions. 
Procedure (i) Already stated above. 
Procedure (ii). We can take the original four vertices Qi(i = 1,... , 4) in the Newton polyhedron 
such that 
Qt = (a,0, b,0), Qg. = (O,c,d,h), 
Q3 = (0, 0, e, i), Q~ = (0, 0, 0, a + b). (4) 
Let N + be the set of positive vectors of the dual space I~ 4 - R 4. For each P = (Pl, P2, Pa, P4), 
let d(P) be the minimal value of {P(z); z E r+(I )} and let A(p) = {z G r+( / ) ;  P(x) = d(e)) 
3 
where P(z) = ~ pizi. Two vectors P and P~ in N + are said to be equivalent if and only if 
i=0 
A(p) = A(p'). The dual Newton diagram r*(f)  is the polyhedral decomposition f N + by the 
equivalence r lation. Then, the dual Newton diagram is calculated over Z from Qi(i = 1,... , 4) 
through the above Euclidean inner product. In a concrete form, we calculate primitive non- 
negative Pi(i = 1,... ,4) over Z such as (for fixed i), 
(Pi, Qj) - di < (Pi,Qk) k # j (k is the omitted one in j - 1,2,3,4), (5) 
where di is a constant integer. For our practical purpose, it is enough to solve the system of four 
linear equations for each/~ = (Pil, Pi2,Pis, Pi4)(Pij E Q) such that 
(P1, Q1) - 2, (P1, Q2) = (P1, Qa) - (P1, Qa) = 1, 
(P2, Q2) = 2, (P2, Q1) = (P~, Qs) = (P2, Q4) = 1, 
(Pa, Qs) = 2, (P.q, Qt) = (Pa, Q2) = (Pa, Q4) = 1, 
(P4, Q4) = 2, (P4, Q1) = (P4, Q2) = (P~, Qs) = 1. 
To cancel denominators of Pii simultaneously, we multiply their least common divisor of the 
denominators for each/~. Thus, the obtained Pi satisfies the relation (5). The center P of the 
resolution 17 is similarly obtained. If the determinant of (Pi, P) (see the definition of ref. [1]) 
does not equal to unity, we moreover subdivide ~,-,-,-~, and replace Pi with the new one. 
Procedure (iii). According to Khaovanaky [5], the geometric genus pg of the exceptional surface 
E(P) are obtained from the Newton diagram r ( f )  (or the dual Newton diagram r*(f)).  That 
is, we count numerically the number of the interior points over Z in the cubic with four vertices 
QI, Q2, Qs, Q4 (or PI, P~, Ps,/>4). It is the method to investigate all points included in the cubic 
and to count up the interior points. 
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Procedure (iv), (v) and (vi) are carried out based on the next theorem by Oka (see theorem 
(8.5) of ref. [1]). 
THEOREM 1 (Oka). 
Let dimA(P) = 3 and At, A2,... , Aj be the two-dimensional faces of A(P) and ~I,... , F~q 
be the one-dimensional face of A(p). Let P~ be the unique vertex of/x~ which is adjacent to P. 
Let TI,..., T~ k be the vertices on -~ which are adjacent to P and not on /~ and/x~ where ~.~ 
is the closure of ~ :-- {P'; A(P') = ~k}. For a vertex P' of ~'~* with dimA(P') ~_ 1, we define 
a divisor C(P') of E(P) by C(P') - E(P) N E(P'). Then we have the following facts: 
(a) C(T~) is a union of (r(~k) + 1) copies of rational curves and the genus of C(Pi) is g(Ai) 
where r(~) is the number of the integral points of the relative interior of ~. 
(b) The Euler characteristics is given by 
(c) 
a q 
x(E(P)) = 4!volumeC(O, A(P))/d(P) - 2 E g(Ai) ÷ 2s + E vk(r(~k) ÷ 1). 
i=1  k=l  
where C(0, A(p)) is the cone of A(p)  with the origin. 
Let T~t(t = 1 . . . .  ,vk) be the vertices on ~.  Let -nz be the self-intersection number of a 
component of C(T~) and let 
T~ - (Pj + Ck,lPi + dk,lP)/ck 
where ck = det(P, Pi,I~). Then we have that nm ~_ 1 (rn = 1,...  ,v~) and 
Ck 1 
=nl  - -  1 
Tt~, k
(d) Assume that {T~}(t = I,... , uk) are canonical sequences in the sense of Definition (8.2) 
of Ref [1]. Thus, ck,1 - Ck,l. Then nt _~ 2. In particular, vk and {nt}(l = 1,... , vk) are 
determined by ck and ck,1 through the continuous fraction representation of ck/ct,1. 
(e) The self-intersection number is given by 
C(Pi) ~ = - ~-~(r(P, Pi, Q) + 1)]P, QIo,b/]P, P~ ],,b. 
q 
where the sum is taken for Q such that (P, Pi, Q) is a simplex of ~"~f and dimA(P, P~, Q) ~_ 
I and r(P, iv/, Q) = r(A(P, Pi, Q)). The quantities ]P, Qla,b are defined by 
(a, b) - minor(paq b - Pbqa)  of 4 x 2 matrix (P, Q). 
The fundamental group of E(P) is calculated by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 (Oka). 
Let r -- (P, Q1, ... , Q,~) be a good simplex. For a vertex Q of ~'~f, let Ar (Q) be the determinant 
of the matrix (P, Q1,... Q,-I, Q). Then, 7rI(E(P)) is a finite cyclic group of order d where d is 
the greatest common divisor of {AT(Q)} where Q is adjacent to P in ~'~* and dimA(Q) > O. 
The order d is independent of the choice of ~'~f. 
Similarly, the irregularity of E(P) is given by the next Lemma. 
LEMMA 3 (Oka, (7.8) of ref. [1]). 
Assume that A(p)  is an n-simplex. Then the first Betti number of E(P) is zero. In particular, 
the irregularity of E(P) is zero. 
Procedure (vii). The canonical divisor K of E(P) is given by the next theorem• 
THEOREM 4 (Oka, (9.9) of ref. [1]). 
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K = ~, a(Q)C(Q) where the sum is taken for every vertex Q of ~"~* which is adjacent to P 
and dimA(Q) > 1. C(Q) is defined by E(P) FI E(Q) and 
3 
a(Q) - Q(A,.) - d(Q) + ~_# Aj(Q) - 1, 
j= l  
where 
3 
Q = 
j=o 
Procedure (iix). The intersection number C(Pi)2( i  - 1,... ,4) is obtained by Theorem l(e). 
The K 2 is easily calculated by the word of the Newton diagram [5]. 
Procedure (ix). From Noether's formula [4] 
(K s + x(E(P))) 
1 -q+pg = 12 ' 
we can also obtain the geometric genus pg since q = 0 by Lemma 3 and K s, x(E(P))  are obtained 
by above procedures. Thus we can obtain the invariants pg, ~I(E(P)), K, K ~, x(E(P)),  q and 
the resolution diagram. 
3. RESULTS 
Finally we show the list of some examples with pg = 0 -~ 4 for homogeneous degree 8 of 
equation (2) (complete lists would be published elsewhere): 
Pg X 7/'1 Ks  Defining equation 
0 12 Z/2Z 0 
0 12 Z/3Z 0 
1 24 Z/2Z 0 
1 24 Z/3Z 0 
2 28 Z/5Z 8 
3 39 Z/2Z 9 
4 44 Z/4Z 16 
4 2 4 2 wlw s + w2ws + w3 + 
8 s ~w3+w~+l  W 1 tO 3 "b 
4 3 8 4 wl w s + wsw 8 + w3 + 1 
3 3 t018t06 wlws+ s s+w3+ 1 
u 3 w~w3 w3 2+1 wlws + + 
8 4 8 S Wl W a + ws w 3 + w3 + 1 
8 3 wlws + w~w~ + w3 + 1 
Surface 
1 Enriques 
elliptic 
elliptic 
general type 
general type 
general type 
In this table, the surface with Pu = l,x = 24,K s = 0 and Ir I ~t Z /3Z is newly constructed by 
our method. From the classification theory of algebraic surfaces [4] and some of the other results 
[3] of our calculation, we can conclude that it is the minimal elliptic surface. The other almost 
surfaces of the list are already reported in ref. [2,3]. (Here we give the local defining equations 
different from their reported ones.) 
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